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Testing System Security Controls
A brief discussion based on NIST SP 800-53A control assessment guide

Presented by:
Eduardo Takamura (NIST)

NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) Team
Computer Security Division (CSD)

Briefing for: 
Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA)
Information Security Officer Advisory Group (ISOAG)
November 1, 2023

DISCLAIMER: any mention of entities, equipment, materials, or services throughout this talk is for information only; it does not imply 
recommendation or endorsement by NIST, nor is it intended to imply best available solution for any given purpose.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Discussion tailored for the November 2023 Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA) Information Security Officer Advisory Group (ISOAG) monthly meeting.It extends last year’s discussion on NIST SP 800-53A, albeit in a smaller scope (hence the tagline and the 53A publication graphic button on the cover).



Outline

• Risk Management (controls in risk management, risk management hierarchy)

• Controls (what are controls?)

• Assessments (“why test controls?”, assessment methods)

• Examples (testable controls and control testing)

• Automation (support for control assessments)

• Q&A

4https://csrc.nist.gov

https://nist.gov/rmf

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some individuals, upon hearing “NIST controls,” may naturally associate a discussion topic with “compliance” and “requirement.”We organized the outline of this talk so a discussion on risk management precedes the introduction of what controls are, and why they are tested (assessed). We introduce the risk management hierarchy to facilitate the understanding of the different types of controls, and to open up a discussion on scope, boundaries and accountability.The examples that are provided herein are short and simple examples for instructional purposes, and not a recommendation for operational use.The special topic of automation opens up other concepts worth introducing here such as data quality (i.e., test verification).Throughout the talk, we mention multiple Risk Management Framework (RMF)-supporting publications. Whenever doable, a publication graphic button associated with a technical presentation is displayed on the bottom right corner of the slide. All of these publications can be downloaded free of charge from either the NIST RMF website at https://nist.gov/rmf or from the NIST Computer Security Resource Center (CSRC) website at https://csrc.nist.gov

https://csrc.nist.gov/
https://nist.gov/rmf


Risk Management: security and privacy RM

GOAL: to increase or maintain security and privacy by reducing risks to an acceptable level.

ENABLER: use of protective measures and safeguards (security and privacy controls) to 
reduce the likelihood of a successful attack.

NECESSITY: to ensure controls* are implemented correctly, operating as     
expected, and meeting security and privacy requirements.

(*) selected given their protection level commensurate with identified risks.
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PRIVACY
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RISK REDUCTION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RM = risk managementBecause this is a general cybersecurity and privacy awareness talk, we use the simplest of terms and definitions.Please refer to NIST Special Publication (SP) 800-37, Revision 2, Risk Management Framework for Information Systems and Organizations: A System Life Cycle Approach for Security and Privacy [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/sp/800/37/r2/final] and to NIST SP 800-39, Managing Information Security Risk: Organization, Mission, and Information System View [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/sp/800/39/final] for more information on risk management.The key idea of this slide is that risk management is a process. The process is not described here. Refer to the above publications for guidance.Term “Attack” here symbolizes the different threats to information as well as systems and organizations.Note: the text at the bottom left corner of the slides are keywords related to the slide topic(s). They are intended to reinforce the overall topic of each slide. In this case, “RISK REDUCTION” is what we aim with risk management (as risk cannot be entirely eliminated). 



NIST Special Publication 800-37, Risk Management Framework for Information 
Systems and Organizations, identifies three levels in a risk management hierarchy: 

Risk Management: hierarchy
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37
REVISION 2

RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK
FOR INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND

ORGANIZATIONS: A SYSTEM
LIFE CYCLE APPROACH

FOR SECURITY AND
PRIVACY

SP 800-37

Figure 1: Organization-wide risk management approach

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Following a brief introduction to risk management, we present the three levels of the risk management hierarchy. This is important to discuss scope, boundaries and accountability as well as a prerequisite to the discussion on control types.Note: the RM hierarchy levels here, from Figure 1 of SP 800-37, Revision 2, are derived from the RM hierarchy levels presented in SP 800-39. Starting with SP 800-37, Revision 2, we no longer refer to the levels as tiers.



Controls: what are controls?

Controls: protective measures and safeguards for meeting                        
security and privacy objectives, commensurate with risk.

Security control: the safeguards or countermeasures prescribed for an information system 
or an organization to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of the system and 
its information. [OMB A-130]

Privacy control: the administrative, technical, and physical safeguards employed         
within an agency to ensure compliance with applicable privacy requirements              
and manage privacy risks. [OMB A-130]
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PROTECTIVE MEASURES AND SAFEGUARDS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Important to emphasize: “commensurate with risk” (controls must provide minimum protection according to risk). Discussion on protection levels based on information types is out-of-scope of this talk. Refer to the NIST RMF for the methodology (PREPARE, CATEGORIZE and SELECT steps).



Controls: objectives

• To make the information systems we depend on more penetration-resistant;

• To limit the damage from attacks when they occur;

• To make the systems cyber-resilient and survivable; and

• To protect individual’s privacy.
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NIST

CYBER-RESILIENCE AND SURVIVABILITY



Controls: system, common and hybrid controls

• System Controls: controls specific to a system (e.g., password complexity enforcement on 
a local device)

• Common Controls: controls that can be applied to (i.e., inherited by) multiple 
organizational systems (e.g., awareness and literacy training, policy and 
procedures, some physical and environmental controls)

• Hybrid Controls: common controls that are implemented by both the common         
control provider (e.g., organization) and the organizational systems
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53
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ACCOUNTABILITY AND COST EFFECTIVENESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Although the focus of the talk is on system controls, we mention the other two control types as an opportunity to discuss accountability and cost effectiveness.NIST SP 800-53, Revision 5, Security and Privacy Controls for Information Systems and Organizations [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/sp/800/53/r5/upd1/final] is a catalog of security and privacy controls.Excluded from this discussion is NIST SP 800-53B, Control Baselines for Information Systems and Organizations [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/sp/800/53/b/upd1/final].In addition to SP 800-53, SP 800-37 also offers additional guidance on control types.



Controls: assessment

After controls are implemented, they must be verified to ensure:

• Controls are implemented correctly

• Controls are operating as intended (i.e., control objectives are being 
met)

• Controls are producing the desired outcome (i.e., security and privacy 
requirements are being met)

Note: other-than-satisfied controls (i.e., controls that are not fully 
implemented) may pose risk to the system and organization.
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CONTROL EFFECTIVENESS & RESIDUAL RISKS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is a transitional slide between controls and assessments. It answers the question “why test controls?”In simple terms, a verification that the expected protection (controls) exists is needed in order to determine the risk (if any) of any missing protection.NIST SP 800-53A, Revision 5, Assessing Security and Privacy Controls in Information Systems and Organizations [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/sp/800/53/a/r5/final] provides guidance on assessing controls in systems and organizations.



Assessments: methods

NIST Special Publication 800-53A, Assessing Security and Privacy Controls in Information 
Systems and Organizations, identifies the potential methods for assessing controls: 

EXAMINE

INTERVIEW

TEST
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This brief discussion of assessment methods is to explain where the TEST method is in the RMF and in risk management in general.Testing alone may not be sufficient; a combination of INTERVIEW and EXAMINE is often necessary. In many cases, testing supports interviews and examinations.



Assessments: methods (cont’d)

All assessment methods are used to collect data, and more than one method can be 
utilized. Analogy: medical check-up. 

EXAMINE

INTERVIEW

TEST

12
DATA COLLECTION

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The focus of the assessment method is on data collection.An analogy is presented here: medical check-up. A healthcare professional can use a combination of INTERVIEW, EXAMINE and TEST in a single office visit to collect data about a patient. For example:INTERVIEW: patient fills out a health history form; physician/nurse may ask about symptoms.EXAMINE: physician/nurse may visually inspect the patient; may check heartbeat/rate; respiratory system; etc.TEST: weight/height measurement is taken; blood is collected for lab analysis.The check-up is a snapshot in time, much like a control assessment.Based on the data collected from the check-up, the physician/nurse can make a decision on a treatment, for instance.Likewise, the data presented to an Authorizing Official at a control assessment briefing can help the AO make a risk-based decision.



Testing controls

• Collected data (i.e., actual state) is compared/measured against a requirement or 
specification (i.e., desired state).

• Used when expected results (i.e., desired state) are very specific (i.e., a value or a range of 
values).

• Tends to be reliable and helps promotes non-repudiation (provided that              
the implementation is correct).

• Support for remote assessments.

• Not just for compliance checking; test results can be compared to or support   
interview and/or examine results.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The previous discussions were needed to better understand control testing.This slide presents basic information on control testing.Since tests can be portable, they may support remote assessments (e.g., running a test over the network).One benefit of testing is that it may be automatable; that is, it may be possible to automate testing as long as the desired state and the actual state are machine readable. As a result, the data collection can be expedited.The least bullet on compliance checking is to address certain other automated tasks such as STIG compliance audit checks; for instance, to verify a system is hardened according to specifications.



Example: IA-5(1) Authenticator Management | 
Password-Based Authentication (L/M/H)
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user@localhost: ~$ sudo chage –l localuser
Last password change      :  Nov 29, 2017
Password expires       :  never
Password inactive       :  never
Account expires       :  never
Minimum number of days between password change   :  never
Maximum number of days between password change   :  never
Number of days of warning before password expires   :  7
user@localhost: ~$

Linux shell command: sudo chage -l <user>

Reference: https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/chage-command-in-linux-with-examples/

INTERVIEW AND EXAMINATION STILL NEEDED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Simple example of a Linux command that returns parameters and values for local password complexity enforcement.The shell command can be scripted to poll for this information from all devices on the network.Again, this example is for illustrative purposes only, not an actual testing for IA-5(1).This particular test can complement an INTERVIEW question to verify answer(s) to the question.Note: the same test can be used to verify multiple controls (e.g., “Are password complexity rules enforced by the system?” “Are there local user accounts on the system or are all accounts centralized on a server?”)

https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/chage-command-in-linux-with-examples/


Example: CM-8 System Component Inventory (L/M/H)
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PS C:\Users\localuser> Get-WmiObject -Class Win32_Product

Powershell command to enumerate installed applications: Get-WmiObject 
-Class Win32_Product

INTERVIEW AND EXAMINATION STILL NEEDED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In this example, we enumerate all locally-installed applications on a Windows system.An assessor may want to verify if there are stand-alone applications that can be executed without the need for installation, and if there are network shares containing binaries (executables).
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Linux shell command to enumerate installed software packages         
(Red Hat/CentOS): rpm –qa --last

INTERVIEW AND EXAMINATION STILL NEEDED

Example: CM-8 System Component Inventory (L/M/H)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is similar to the previous slide, except that it is for Linux.



Automation

Tests may be automatable (if both desired state and actual state are machine readable). If 
automatable, potentially faster to conduct (and re-test).

• Fully-automated (but not 100% “lights-out” testing/assessments). Includes automated data 
collection and analysis (i.e., comparison, measurement). Human verification needed.*

• Semi-automated (manual/visual inspection, verification, examination needed)

Automated testing can support ongoing assessments that are essential to continuous monitoring.

Ongoing assessments and continuous monitoring can support ongoing 
authorization.

(*) an assessment that is fully automated does not mean a control is fully assessed; in most cases,                     
only the test method is automated.
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SERIES

AUTOMATION SUPPORT FOR
CONTROL ASSESSMENTS

IR 8011

EFFICIENCY, ACCURACY, NON-REPUDIATION, FALSE/TRUE POSITIVES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Testing is an enabler for automation. If automated, there could be two types of automated testing: a fully-automated and semi-automated testing.The keyword section presents “FALSE/TRUE POSITIVES” which is a topic of interest related to automation. Basically the need for human intervention for the verification that the automatically-collected data is correct. See discussion of false/true positives as well as data quality measurement (for completeness and timeliness) in IR 8011, Volume 1.The wrap the discussion, an introduction to NIST Interagency Report (IR) 8011, Automation Support for Security Control Assessments [https://csrc.nist.gov/pubs/ir/8011/v1/final].



Coming soon

• NIST SP 800-53A assessment procedures online (NIST Cybersecurity and 
Privacy Reference Tool [CPRT]): 
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cprt/catalog#/cprt/home 

• SP 800-53/53B/53A Public Comment Site: https://nist.gov/rmf/sp800-53-
controls 

• NIST Interagency Report (IR) 8011, Automation Support for Security 
Control Assessments (guidance update + new technical guidance)

• NIST Cybersecurity Whitepaper: IR 8011, Automation Support for 
Control Assessments: Project Updates & Vision (forthcoming)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NIST resources pertaining to control testing.

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cprt/catalog#/cprt/home
https://nist.gov/rmf/sp800-53-controls
https://nist.gov/rmf/sp800-53-controls


Thank You

💻💻 nist.gov/rmf     📧📧 sec-cert@nist.gov    💻💻 nist.gov/cyber

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Any questions? Please email the NIST Risk Management Framework (RMF) Team at: sec-cert@nist.gov The NIST RMF project website contains all of the FISMA- and RMF-supporting publications as well as learning resources.For more information on other NIST cybersecurity and privacy programs and initiatives, please visit: https://nist.gov/cyber 



David Cole:    11dc@audshield.com



Date December 6, 2022

Purpose: To document the Annual 2022 ABC Co. Table-Top Exercise for Incident Handling and Continuity of 
Operations.

Scope: ABC Co. IHP and COOP/DR plans and simulation of attack/compromise and restoration of services.

Source:  David Cole, CISO table-Top lead
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Introduction

		Contact Information
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		31 Tech Valley Drive

		East Greenbush, NY 12061
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		Editor
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		Contributors  
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License for Use

				License for Use



				This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-No Derivatives 4.0 International Public License (the link can be found at https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/legalcode)



				To further clarify the Creative Commons license related to the CIS Controls® content, you are authorized to copy and redistribute the content as a framework for use by you, within your organization and outside of your organization for non-commercial purposes only, provided that (i) appropriate credit is given to CIS, and (ii) a link to the license is provided. Additionally, if you remix, transform or build upon the CIS Controls, you may not distribute the modified materials. Users of the CIS Controls framework are also required to refer to (http://www.cisecurity.org/controls/) when referring to the CIS Controls in order to ensure that users are employing the most up-to-date guidance. Commercial use of the CIS Controls is subject to the prior approval of CIS® (Center for Internet Security, Inc.).







Important Resources

						Remember to download the CIS Critical Security Controls® (CIS Controls®) Version 8 Guide where you can learn more about:

- This Version of the CIS Controls
- The CIS Controls Ecosystem ("It's not about the list')
- How to Get Started
- Using or Transitioning from Prior Versions of the CIS Controls 
- Structure of the CIS Controls
- Implementation Groups
- Why is this Controls critical
- Procedures and tools       

						https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/v8/

		         CIS Controls Navigator				A free tool with a dynamic list of the CIS Safeguards that can be filtered by Implemtation Groups and  mappings to multiple frameworks.

						https://www.cisecurity.org/controls/v8/

						Join our community where you can discuss the CIS Controls with our global army of experts and voluneers!

						https://workbench.cisecurity.org/dashboard
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Controls V8

		CIS Control		CIS Safeguard		Asset Type		Security Function		Title		Description		IG1		IG2		IG3

		1 								Inventory and Control of Enterprise Assets		Actively manage (inventory, track, and correct) all enterprise assets (end-user devices, including portable and mobile; network devices; non-computing/Internet of Things (IoT) devices; and servers) connected to the infrastructure physically, virtually, remotely, and those within cloud environments, to accurately know the totality of assets that need to be monitored and protected within the enterprise. This will also support identifying unauthorized and unmanaged assets to remove or remediate.

		1		1.1		Devices		Identify		Establish and Maintain Detailed Enterprise Asset Inventory		Establish and maintain an accurate, detailed, and up-to-date inventory of all enterprise assets with the potential to store or process data, to include: end-user devices (including portable and mobile), network devices, non-computing/IoT devices, and servers. Ensure the inventory records the network address (if static), hardware address, machine name, enterprise asset owner, department for each asset, and whether the asset has been approved to connect to the network. For mobile end-user devices, MDM type tools can support this process, where appropriate. This inventory includes assets connected to the infrastructure physically, virtually, remotely, and those within cloud environments. Additionally, it includes assets that are regularly connected to the enterprise’s network infrastructure, even if they are not under control of the enterprise. Review and update the inventory of all enterprise assets bi-annually, or more frequently.		x		x		x

		1		1.2		Devices		Respond		Address Unauthorized Assets		Ensure that a process exists to address unauthorized assets on a weekly basis. The enterprise may choose to remove the asset from the network, deny the asset from connecting remotely to the network, or quarantine the asset.		x		x		x

		1		1.3		Devices		Detect		Utilize an Active Discovery Tool		Utilize an active discovery tool to identify assets connected to the enterprise’s network. Configure the active discovery tool to execute daily, or more frequently.				x		x

		 1		1.4		Devices		Identify		Use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP) Logging to Update Enterprise Asset Inventory		Use DHCP logging on all DHCP servers or Internet Protocol (IP) address management tools to update the enterprise’s asset inventory. Review and use logs to update the enterprise’s asset inventory weekly, or more frequently.				x		x

		 1		1.5		Devices		Detect		Use a Passive Asset Discovery Tool		Use a passive discovery tool to identify assets connected to the enterprise’s network. Review and use scans to update the enterprise’s asset inventory at least weekly, or more frequently.						x

		2 								Inventory and Control of Software Assets		Actively manage (inventory, track, and correct) all software (operating systems and applications) on the network so that only authorized software is installed and can execute, and that unauthorized and unmanaged software is found and prevented from installation or execution.

		2		2.1		Applications		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Software Inventory		Establish and maintain a detailed inventory of all licensed software installed on enterprise assets. The software inventory must document the title, publisher, initial install/use date, and business purpose for each entry; where appropriate, include the Uniform Resource Locator (URL), app store(s), version(s), deployment mechanism, and decommission date. Review and update the software inventory bi-annually, or more frequently.		x		x		x

		2		2.2		Applications		Identify		Ensure Authorized Software is Currently Supported 		Ensure that only currently supported software is designated as authorized in the software inventory for enterprise assets. If software is unsupported, yet necessary for the fulfillment of the enterprise’s mission, document an exception detailing mitigating controls and residual risk acceptance. For any unsupported software without an exception documentation, designate as unauthorized. Review the software list to verify software support at least monthly, or more frequently.		x		x		x

		2		2.3		Applications		Respond		Address Unauthorized Software		Ensure that unauthorized software is either removed from use on enterprise assets or receives a documented exception. Review monthly, or more frequently.		x		x		x

		 2		2.4		Applications		Detect		Utilize Automated Software Inventory Tools		Utilize software inventory tools, when possible, throughout the enterprise to automate the discovery and documentation of installed software. 				x		x

		2 		2.5		Applications		Protect		Allowlist Authorized Software		Use technical controls, such as application allowlisting, to ensure that only authorized software can execute or be accessed. Reassess bi-annually, or more frequently.				x		x

		2 		2.6		Applications		Protect		Allowlist Authorized Libraries		 Use technical controls to ensure that only authorized software libraries, such as specific .dll, .ocx, .so, etc., files, are allowed to load into a system process. Block unauthorized libraries from loading into a system process. Reassess bi-annually, or more frequently.				x		x

		 2		2.7		Applications		Protect		Allowlist Authorized Scripts		Use technical controls, such as digital signatures and version control, to ensure that only authorized scripts, such as specific .ps1, .py, etc., files, are allowed to execute. Block unauthorized scripts from executing. Reassess bi-annually, or more frequently.						x

		 3								Data Protection		Develop processes and technical controls to identify, classify, securely handle, retain, and dispose of data.

		3		3.1		Data		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Data Management Process		Establish and maintain a data management process. In the process, address data sensitivity, data owner, handling of data, data retention limits, and disposal requirements, based on sensitivity and retention standards for the enterprise. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		3		3.2		Data		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Data Inventory		Establish and maintain a data inventory, based on the enterprise’s data management process. Inventory sensitive data, at a minimum. Review and update inventory annually, at a minimum, with a priority on sensitive data.		x		x		x

		3		3.3		Data		Protect		Configure Data Access Control Lists		Configure data access control lists based on a user’s need to know. Apply data access control lists, also known as access permissions, to local and remote file systems, databases, and applications.		x		x		x

		3		3.4		Data		Protect		Enforce Data Retention		Retain data according to the enterprise’s data management process. Data retention must include both minimum and maximum timelines.		x		x		x

		3		3.5		Data		Protect		Securely Dispose of Data		Securely dispose of data as outlined in the enterprise’s data management process. Ensure the disposal process and method are commensurate with the data sensitivity.		x		x		x

		3		3.6		Devices		Protect		Encrypt Data on End-User Devices		Encrypt data on end-user devices containing sensitive data. Example implementations can include: Windows BitLocker®, Apple FileVault®, Linux® dm-crypt.		x		x		x

		3		3.7		Data		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Data Classification Scheme		Establish and maintain an overall data classification scheme for the enterprise. Enterprises may use labels, such as “Sensitive,” “Confidential,” and “Public,” and classify their data according to those labels. Review and update the classification scheme annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		 3		3.8		Data		Identify		Document Data Flows		Document data flows. Data flow documentation includes service provider data flows and should be based on the enterprise’s data management process. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		3		3.9		Data		Protect		Encrypt Data on Removable Media		Encrypt data on removable media.				x		x

		3 		3.10		Data		Protect		Encrypt Sensitive Data in Transit		Encrypt sensitive data in transit. Example implementations can include: Transport Layer Security (TLS) and Open Secure Shell (OpenSSH).				x		x

		3		3.11		Data		Protect		Encrypt Sensitive Data at Rest		Encrypt sensitive data at rest on servers, applications, and databases containing sensitive data. Storage-layer encryption, also known as server-side encryption, meets the minimum requirement of this Safeguard. Additional encryption methods may include application-layer encryption, also known as client-side encryption, where access to the data storage device(s) does not permit access to the plain-text data. 				x		x

		 3		3.12		Network		Protect		Segment Data Processing and Storage Based on Sensitivity		Segment data processing and storage based on the sensitivity of the data. Do not process sensitive data on enterprise assets intended for lower sensitivity data.				x		x

		3		3.13		Data		Protect		Deploy a Data Loss Prevention Solution		Implement an automated tool, such as a host-based Data Loss Prevention (DLP) tool to identify all sensitive data stored, processed, or transmitted through enterprise assets, including those located onsite or at a remote service provider, and update the enterprise's sensitive data inventory.						x

		 3		3.14		Data		Detect		Log Sensitive Data Access		Log sensitive data access, including modification and disposal. 						x

		4 								Secure Configuration of Enterprise Assets and Software		Establish and maintain the secure configuration of enterprise assets (end-user devices, including portable and mobile; network devices; non-computing/IoT devices; and servers) and software (operating systems and applications).

		4		4.1		Applications		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Secure Configuration Process		Establish and maintain a secure configuration process for enterprise assets (end-user devices, including portable and mobile, non-computing/IoT devices, and servers) and software (operating systems and applications). Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		4		4.2		Network		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Secure Configuration Process for Network Infrastructure		Establish and maintain a secure configuration process for network devices. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		4		4.3		Users		Protect		Configure Automatic Session Locking on Enterprise Assets		Configure automatic session locking on enterprise assets after a defined period of inactivity. For general purpose operating systems, the period must not exceed 15 minutes. For mobile end-user devices, the period must not exceed 2 minutes.		x		x		x

		4		4.4		Devices		Protect		Implement and Manage a Firewall on Servers		Implement and manage a firewall on servers, where supported. Example implementations include a virtual firewall, operating system firewall, or a third-party firewall agent.		x		x		x

		4		4.5		Devices		Protect		Implement and Manage a Firewall on End-User Devices		Implement and manage a host-based firewall or port-filtering tool on end-user devices, with a default-deny rule that drops all traffic except those services and ports that are explicitly allowed.		x		x		x

		4		4.6		Network		Protect		Securely Manage Enterprise Assets and Software		Securely manage enterprise assets and software. Example implementations include managing configuration through version-controlled-infrastructure-as-code and accessing administrative interfaces over secure network protocols, such as Secure Shell (SSH) and Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS). Do not use insecure management protocols, such as Telnet (Teletype Network) and HTTP, unless operationally essential.		x		x		x

		4		4.7		Users		Protect		Manage Default Accounts on Enterprise Assets and Software		Manage default accounts on enterprise assets and software, such as root, administrator, and other pre-configured vendor accounts. Example implementations can include: disabling default accounts or making them unusable.		x		x		x

		4 		4.8		Devices		Protect		Uninstall or Disable Unnecessary Services on Enterprise Assets and Software		Uninstall or disable unnecessary services on enterprise assets and software, such as an unused file sharing service, web application module, or service function.				x		x

		4		4.9		Devices		Protect		Configure Trusted DNS Servers on Enterprise Assets		Configure trusted DNS servers on enterprise assets. Example implementations include: configuring assets to use enterprise-controlled DNS servers and/or reputable externally accessible DNS servers. 				x		x

		4 		4.10		Devices		Respond		Enforce Automatic Device Lockout on Portable End-User Devices		Enforce automatic device lockout following a predetermined threshold of local failed authentication attempts on portable end-user devices, where supported. For laptops, do not allow more than 20 failed authentication attempts; for tablets and smartphones, no more than 10 failed authentication attempts. Example implementations include Microsoft® InTune Device Lock and Apple® Configuration Profile maxFailedAttempts.				x		x

		4		4.11		Devices		Protect		Enforce Remote Wipe Capability on Portable End-User Devices		Remotely wipe enterprise data from enterprise-owned portable end-user devices when deemed appropriate such as lost or stolen devices, or when an individual no longer supports the enterprise.				x		x

		4		4.12		Devices		Protect		Separate Enterprise Workspaces on Mobile End-User Devices		Ensure separate enterprise workspaces are used on mobile end-user devices, where supported. Example implementations include using an Apple® Configuration Profile or Android™ Work Profile to separate enterprise applications and data from personal applications and data.						x

		5 								Account Management		Use processes and tools to assign and manage authorization to credentials for user accounts, including administrator accounts, as well as service accounts, to enterprise assets and software.

		5		5.1		Users		Identify		Establish and Maintain an Inventory of Accounts		Establish and maintain an inventory of all accounts managed in the enterprise. The inventory must include both user and administrator accounts. The inventory, at a minimum, should contain the person’s name, username, start/stop dates, and department. Validate that all active accounts are authorized, on a recurring schedule at a minimum quarterly, or more frequently.		x		x		x

		5		5.2		Users		Protect		Use Unique Passwords		Use unique passwords for all enterprise assets. Best practice implementation includes, at a minimum, an 8-character password for accounts using MFA and a 14-character password for accounts not using MFA. 		x		x		x

		5		5.3		Users		Respond		Disable Dormant Accounts		Delete or disable any dormant accounts after a period of 45 days of inactivity, where supported.		x		x		x

		5		5.4		Users		Protect		Restrict Administrator Privileges to Dedicated Administrator Accounts		Restrict administrator privileges to dedicated administrator accounts on enterprise assets. Conduct general computing activities, such as internet browsing, email, and productivity suite use, from the user’s primary, non-privileged account.		x		x		x

		 5		5.5		Users		Identify		Establish and Maintain an Inventory of Service Accounts		Establish and maintain an inventory of service accounts. The inventory, at a minimum, must contain department owner, review date, and purpose. Perform service account reviews to validate that all active accounts are authorized, on a recurring schedule at a minimum quarterly, or more frequently.				x		x

		5		5.6		Users		Protect		Centralize Account Management		Centralize account management through a directory or identity service.				x		x

		 6								Access Control Management		Use processes and tools to create, assign, manage, and revoke access credentials and privileges for user, administrator, and service accounts for enterprise assets and software.

		6		6.1		Users		Protect		Establish an Access Granting Process		Establish and follow a process, preferably automated, for granting access to enterprise assets upon new hire, rights grant, or role change of a user.		x		x		x

		6		6.2		Users		Protect		Establish an Access Revoking Process		Establish and follow a process, preferably automated, for revoking access to enterprise assets, through disabling accounts immediately upon termination, rights revocation, or role change of a user. Disabling accounts, instead of deleting accounts, may be necessary to preserve audit trails.		x		x		x

		6		6.3		Users		Protect		Require MFA for Externally-Exposed Applications		Require all externally-exposed enterprise or third-party applications to enforce MFA, where supported. Enforcing MFA through a directory service or SSO provider is a satisfactory implementation of this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		6		6.4		Users		Protect		Require MFA for Remote Network Access		Require MFA for remote network access.		x		x		x

		6		6.5		Users		Protect		Require MFA for Administrative Access		Require MFA for all administrative access accounts, where supported, on all enterprise assets, whether managed on-site or through a third-party provider.		x		x		x

		6		6.6		Users		Identify		Establish and Maintain an Inventory of Authentication and Authorization Systems		Establish and maintain an inventory of the enterprise’s authentication and authorization systems, including those hosted on-site or at a remote service provider. Review and update the inventory, at a minimum, annually, or more frequently.				x		x

		6		6.7		Users		Protect		Centralize Access Control		Centralize access control for all enterprise assets through a directory service or SSO provider, where supported.				x		x

		6		6.8		Data		Protect		Define and Maintain Role-Based Access Control		Define and maintain role-based access control, through determining and documenting the access rights necessary for each role within the enterprise to successfully carry out its assigned duties. Perform access control reviews of enterprise assets to validate that all privileges are authorized, on a recurring schedule at a minimum annually, or more frequently.						x

		 7								Continuous Vulnerability Management		Develop a plan to continuously assess and track vulnerabilities on all enterprise assets within the enterprise’s infrastructure, in order to remediate, and minimize, the window of opportunity for attackers. Monitor public and private industry sources for new threat and vulnerability information.

		7		7.1		Applications		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Vulnerability Management Process		Establish and maintain a documented vulnerability management process for enterprise assets. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		7		7.2		Applications		Respond		Establish and Maintain a Remediation Process		Establish and maintain a risk-based remediation strategy documented in a remediation process, with monthly, or more frequent, reviews.		x		x		x

		7		7.3		Applications		Protect		Perform Automated Operating System Patch Management		Perform operating system updates on enterprise assets through automated patch management on a monthly, or more frequent, basis.		x		x		x

		7		7.4		Applications		Protect		Perform Automated Application Patch Management		Perform application updates on enterprise assets through automated patch management on a monthly, or more frequent, basis.		x		x		x

		7		7.5		Applications		Identify		Perform Automated Vulnerability Scans of Internal Enterprise Assets		Perform automated vulnerability scans of internal enterprise assets on a quarterly, or more frequent, basis. Conduct both authenticated and unauthenticated scans, using a SCAP-compliant vulnerability scanning tool.				x		x

		7		7.6		Applications		Identify		Perform Automated Vulnerability Scans of Externally-Exposed Enterprise Assets		Perform automated vulnerability scans of externally-exposed enterprise assets using a SCAP-compliant vulnerability scanning tool. Perform scans on a monthly, or more frequent, basis. 				x		x

		7		7.7		Applications		Respond		Remediate Detected Vulnerabilities		Remediate detected vulnerabilities in software through processes and tooling on a monthly, or more frequent, basis, based on the remediation process.				x		x

		8 								Audit Log Management		Collect, alert, review, and retain audit logs of events that could help detect, understand, or recover from an attack.

		8		8.1		Network		Protect		Establish and Maintain an Audit Log Management Process		Establish and maintain an audit log management process that defines the enterprise’s logging requirements. At a minimum, address the collection, review, and retention of audit logs for enterprise assets. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		8		8.2		Network		Detect		Collect Audit Logs		Collect audit logs. Ensure that logging, per the enterprise’s audit log management process, has been enabled across enterprise assets.		x		x		x

		8		8.3		Network		Protect		Ensure Adequate Audit Log Storage		Ensure that logging destinations maintain adequate storage to comply with the enterprise’s audit log management process.		x		x		x

		8 		8.4		Network		Protect		Standardize Time Synchronization		Standardize time synchronization. Configure at least two synchronized time sources across enterprise assets, where supported.				x		x

		8		8.5		Network		Detect		Collect Detailed Audit Logs		Configure detailed audit logging for enterprise assets containing sensitive data. Include event source, date, username, timestamp, source addresses, destination addresses, and other useful elements that could assist in a forensic investigation.				x		x

		8 		8.6		Network		Detect		Collect DNS Query Audit Logs		Collect DNS query audit logs on enterprise assets, where appropriate and supported.				x		x

		8 		8.7		Network		Detect		Collect URL Request Audit Logs		Collect URL request audit logs on enterprise assets, where appropriate and supported.				x		x

		8 		8.8		Devices		Detect		Collect Command-Line Audit Logs		Collect command-line audit logs. Example implementations include collecting audit logs from PowerShell®, BASH™, and remote administrative terminals.				x		x

		8 		8.9		Network		Detect		Centralize Audit Logs		Centralize, to the extent possible, audit log collection and retention across enterprise assets.				x		x

		8 		8.10		Network		Protect		Retain Audit Logs		Retain audit logs across enterprise assets for a minimum of 90 days.				x		x

		8 		8.11		Network		Detect		Conduct Audit Log Reviews		Conduct reviews of audit logs to detect anomalies or abnormal events that could indicate a potential threat. Conduct reviews on a weekly, or more frequent, basis.				x		x

		8		8.12		Data		Detect		Collect Service Provider Logs		Collect service provider logs, where supported. Example implementations include collecting authentication and authorization events, data creation and disposal events, and user management events.						x

		9 								Email and Web Browser Protections		Improve protections and detections of threats from email and web vectors, as these are opportunities for attackers to manipulate human behavior through direct engagement.

		9		9.1		Applications		Protect		Ensure Use of Only Fully Supported Browsers and Email Clients		Ensure only fully supported browsers and email clients are allowed to execute in the enterprise, only using the latest version of browsers and email clients provided through the vendor.		x		x		x

		9		9.2		Network		Protect		Use DNS Filtering Services		Use DNS filtering services on all enterprise assets to block access to known malicious domains.		x		x		x

		9		9.3		Network		Protect		Maintain and Enforce Network-Based URL Filters		Enforce and update network-based URL filters to limit an enterprise asset from connecting to potentially malicious or unapproved websites. Example implementations include category-based filtering, reputation-based filtering, or through the use of block lists. Enforce filters for all enterprise assets.				x		x

		9 		9.4		Applications		Protect		Restrict Unnecessary or Unauthorized Browser and Email Client Extensions		Restrict, either through uninstalling or disabling, any unauthorized or unnecessary browser or email client plugins, extensions, and add-on applications.				x		x

		9 		9.5		Network		Protect		Implement DMARC		To lower the chance of spoofed or modified emails from valid domains, implement DMARC policy and verification, starting with implementing the Sender Policy Framework (SPF) and the DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM) standards.				x		x

		9 		9.6		Network		Protect		Block Unnecessary File Types		Block unnecessary file types attempting to enter the enterprise’s email gateway.				x		x

		9 		9.7		Network		Protect		Deploy and Maintain Email Server Anti-Malware Protections		Deploy and maintain email server anti-malware protections, such as attachment scanning and/or sandboxing.						x

		 10								Malware Defenses		Prevent or control the installation, spread, and execution of malicious applications, code, or scripts on enterprise assets.

		10		10.1		Devices		Protect		Deploy and Maintain Anti-Malware Software		Deploy and maintain anti-malware software on all enterprise assets.		x		x		x

		10		10.2		Devices		Protect		Configure Automatic Anti-Malware Signature Updates		Configure automatic updates for anti-malware signature files on all enterprise assets.		x		x		x

		10		10.3		Devices		Protect		Disable Autorun and Autoplay for Removable Media		Disable autorun and autoplay auto-execute functionality for removable media.		x		x		x

		10		10.4		Devices		Detect		Configure Automatic Anti-Malware Scanning of Removable Media		Configure anti-malware software to automatically scan removable media.				x		x

		10		10.5		Devices		Protect		Enable Anti-Exploitation Features		Enable anti-exploitation features on enterprise assets and software, where possible, such as Microsoft® Data Execution Prevention (DEP), Windows® Defender Exploit Guard (WDEG), or Apple® System Integrity Protection (SIP) and Gatekeeper™.				x		x

		 10		10.6		Devices		Protect		Centrally Manage Anti-Malware Software		Centrally manage anti-malware software.				x		x

		10 		10.7		Devices		Detect		Use Behavior-Based Anti-Malware Software		Use behavior-based anti-malware software.				x		x

		 11								Data Recovery		Establish and maintain data recovery practices sufficient to restore in-scope enterprise assets to a pre-incident and trusted state.

		11		11.1		Data		Recover		Establish and Maintain a Data Recovery Process 		Establish and maintain a data recovery process. In the process, address the scope of data recovery activities, recovery prioritization, and the security of backup data. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard. 		x		x		x

		11		11.2		Data		Recover		Perform Automated Backups 		Perform automated backups of in-scope enterprise assets. Run backups weekly, or more frequently, based on the sensitivity of the data.		x		x		x

		11		11.3		Data		Protect		Protect Recovery Data		Protect recovery data with equivalent controls to the original data. Reference encryption or data separation, based on requirements.		x		x		x

		11		11.4		Data		Recover		Establish and Maintain an Isolated Instance of Recovery Data 		Establish and maintain an isolated instance of recovery data. Example implementations include, version controlling backup destinations through offline, cloud, or off-site systems or services.		x		x		x

		11		11.5		Data		Recover		Test Data Recovery		Test backup recovery quarterly, or more frequently, for a sampling of in-scope enterprise assets.				x		x

		12								Network Infrastructure Management		Establish, implement, and actively manage (track, report, correct) network devices, in order to prevent attackers from exploiting vulnerable network services and access points.

		12		12.1		Network		Protect		Ensure Network Infrastructure is Up-to-Date		Ensure network infrastructure is kept up-to-date. Example implementations include running the latest stable release of software and/or using currently supported network-as-a-service (NaaS) offerings. Review software versions monthly, or more frequently, to verify software support.		x		x		x

		12		12.2		Network		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Secure Network Architecture		Establish and maintain a secure network architecture. A secure network architecture must address segmentation, least privilege, and availability, at a minimum.				x		x

		12		12.3		Network		Protect		Securely Manage Network Infrastructure		Securely manage network infrastructure. Example implementations include version-controlled-infrastructure-as-code, and the use of secure network protocols, such as SSH and HTTPS. 				x		x

		12		12.4		Network		Identify		Establish and Maintain Architecture Diagram(s)		Establish and maintain architecture diagram(s) and/or other network system documentation. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		12		12.5		Network		Protect		Centralize Network Authentication, Authorization, and Auditing (AAA)		Centralize network AAA.				x		x

		12		12.6		Network		Protect		Use of Secure Network Management and Communication Protocols 		Use secure network management and communication protocols (e.g., 802.1X, Wi-Fi Protected Access 2 (WPA2) Enterprise or greater).				x		x

		12		12.7		Devices		Protect		Ensure Remote Devices Utilize a VPN and are Connecting to an Enterprise’s AAA Infrastructure		Require users to authenticate to enterprise-managed VPN and authentication services prior to accessing enterprise resources on end-user devices.				x		x

		12 		12.8		Devices		Protect		Establish and Maintain Dedicated Computing Resources for All Administrative Work		Establish and maintain dedicated computing resources, either physically or logically separated, for all administrative tasks or tasks requiring administrative access. The computing resources should be segmented from the enterprise's primary network and not be allowed internet access.						x

		13 								Network Monitoring and Defense		Operate processes and tooling to establish and maintain comprehensive network monitoring and defense against security threats across the enterprise’s network infrastructure and user base.

		13 		13.1		Network		Detect		Centralize Security Event Alerting		Centralize security event alerting across enterprise assets for log correlation and analysis. Best practice implementation requires the use of a SIEM, which includes vendor-defined event correlation alerts. A log analytics platform configured with security-relevant correlation alerts also satisfies this Safeguard.				x		x

		13 		13.2		Devices		Detect		Deploy a Host-Based Intrusion Detection Solution		Deploy a host-based intrusion detection solution on enterprise assets, where appropriate and/or supported.				x		x

		13 		13.3		Network		Detect		Deploy a Network Intrusion Detection Solution		Deploy a network intrusion detection solution on enterprise assets, where appropriate. Example implementations include the use of a Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) or equivalent cloud service provider (CSP) service.				x		x

		13 		13.4		Network		Protect		Perform Traffic Filtering Between Network Segments		Perform traffic filtering between network segments, where appropriate.				x		x

		13 		13.5		Devices		Protect		Manage Access Control for Remote Assets		Manage access control for assets remotely connecting to enterprise resources. Determine amount of access to enterprise resources based on: up-to-date anti-malware software installed, configuration compliance with the enterprise’s secure configuration process, and ensuring the operating system and applications are up-to-date.	 				x		x

		13 		13.6		Network		Detect		Collect Network Traffic Flow Logs 		Collect network traffic flow logs and/or network traffic to review and alert upon from network devices.				x		x

		13 		13.7		Devices		Protect		Deploy a Host-Based Intrusion Prevention Solution		 Deploy a host-based intrusion prevention solution on enterprise assets, where appropriate and/or supported. Example implementations include use of an Endpoint Detection and Response (EDR) client or host-based IPS agent.						x

		13 		13.8		Network		Protect		Deploy a Network Intrusion Prevention Solution		Deploy a network intrusion prevention solution, where appropriate. Example implementations include the use of a Network Intrusion Prevention System (NIPS) or equivalent CSP service.						x

		13 		13.9		Devices		Protect		Deploy Port-Level Access Control		Deploy port-level access control. Port-level access control utilizes 802.1x, or similar network access control protocols, such as certificates, and may incorporate user and/or device authentication.						x

		13 		13.10		Network		Protect		Perform Application Layer Filtering		Perform application layer filtering. Example implementations include a filtering proxy, application layer firewall, or gateway.						x

		13 		13.11		Network		Detect		Tune Security Event Alerting Thresholds		Tune security event alerting thresholds monthly, or more frequently.						x

		14								Security Awareness and Skills Training		Establish and maintain a security awareness program to influence behavior among the workforce to be security conscious and properly skilled to reduce cybersecurity risks to the enterprise.

		14		14.1		N/A		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Security Awareness Program		Establish and maintain a security awareness program. The purpose of a security awareness program is to educate the enterprise’s workforce on how to interact with enterprise assets and data in a secure manner. Conduct training at hire and, at a minimum, annually. Review and update content annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		14		14.2		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce Members to Recognize Social Engineering Attacks		Train workforce members to recognize social engineering attacks, such as phishing, pre-texting, and tailgating. 		x		x		x

		14		14.3		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce Members on Authentication Best Practices		Train workforce members on authentication best practices. Example topics include MFA, password composition, and credential management.		x		x		x

		14		14.4		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce on Data Handling Best Practices		Train workforce members on how to identify and properly store, transfer, archive, and destroy sensitive data. This also includes training workforce members on clear screen and desk best practices, such as locking their screen when they step away from their enterprise asset, erasing physical and virtual whiteboards at the end of meetings, and storing data and assets securely.		x		x		x

		14		14.5		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce Members on Causes of Unintentional Data Exposure		Train workforce members to be aware of causes for unintentional data exposure. Example topics include mis-delivery of sensitive data, losing a portable end-user device, or publishing data to unintended audiences.		x		x		x

		14		14.6		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce Members on Recognizing and Reporting Security Incidents		Train workforce members to be able to recognize a potential incident and be able to report such an incident. 		x		x		x

		14		14.7		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce on How to Identify and Report if Their Enterprise Assets are Missing Security Updates		Train workforce to understand how to verify and report out-of-date software patches or any failures in automated processes and tools. Part of this training should include notifying IT personnel of any failures in automated processes and tools.		x		x		x

		14		14.8		N/A		Protect		Train Workforce on the Dangers of Connecting to and Transmitting Enterprise Data Over Insecure Networks		Train workforce members on the dangers of connecting to, and transmitting data over, insecure networks for enterprise activities. If the enterprise has remote workers, training must include guidance to ensure that all users securely configure their home network infrastructure.		x		x		x

		14		14.9		N/A		Protect		Conduct Role-Specific Security Awareness and Skills Training		Conduct role-specific security awareness and skills training. Example implementations include secure system administration courses for IT professionals, OWASP® Top 10 vulnerability awareness and prevention training for web application developers, and advanced social engineering awareness training for high-profile roles.				x		x

		15								Service Provider Management		Develop a process to evaluate service providers who hold sensitive data, or are responsible for an enterprise’s critical IT platforms or processes, to ensure these providers are protecting those platforms and data appropriately.

		15		15.1		N/A		Identify		Establish and Maintain an Inventory of Service Providers		Establish and maintain an inventory of service providers. The inventory is to list all known service providers, include classification(s), and designate an enterprise contact for each service provider. Review and update the inventory annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard. 		x		x		x

		15		15.2		N/A		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Service Provider Management Policy		Establish and maintain a service provider management policy. Ensure the policy addresses the classification, inventory, assessment, monitoring, and decommissioning of service providers. Review and update the policy annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		15		15.3		N/A		Identify		Classify Service Providers		Classify service providers. Classification consideration may include one or more characteristics, such as data sensitivity, data volume, availability requirements, applicable regulations, inherent risk, and mitigated risk. Update and review classifications annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		15		15.4		N/A		Protect		Ensure Service Provider Contracts Include Security Requirements		Ensure service provider contracts include security requirements. Example requirements may include minimum security program requirements, security incident and/or data breach notification and response, data encryption requirements, and data disposal commitments. These security requirements must be consistent with the enterprise’s service provider management policy. Review service provider contracts annually to ensure contracts are not missing security requirements.				x		x

		15		15.5		N/A		Identify		Assess Service Providers		Assess service providers consistent with the enterprise’s service provider management policy. Assessment scope may vary based on classification(s), and may include review of standardized assessment reports, such as Service Organization Control 2 (SOC 2) and Payment Card Industry (PCI) Attestation of Compliance (AoC), customized questionnaires, or other appropriately rigorous processes. Reassess service providers annually, at a minimum, or with new and renewed contracts.						x

		15		15.6		Data		Detect		Monitor Service Providers		Monitor service providers consistent with the enterprise’s service provider management policy. Monitoring may include periodic reassessment of service provider compliance, monitoring service provider release notes, and dark web monitoring.						x

		15		15.7		Data		Protect		Securely Decommission Service Providers		Securely decommission service providers. Example considerations include user and service account deactivation, termination of data flows, and secure disposal of enterprise data within service provider systems. 						x

		16 								Application Software Security		Manage the security life cycle of in-house developed, hosted, or acquired software to prevent, detect, and remediate security weaknesses before they can impact the enterprise.

		16		16.1		Applications		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Secure Application Development Process		Establish and maintain a secure application development process. In the process, address such items as: secure application design standards, secure coding practices, developer training, vulnerability management, security of third-party code, and application security testing procedures. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		16		16.2		Applications		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Process to Accept and Address Software Vulnerabilities		Establish and maintain a process to accept and address reports of software vulnerabilities, including providing a means for external entities to report. The process is to include such items as: a vulnerability handling policy that identifies reporting process, responsible party for handling vulnerability reports, and a process for intake, assignment, remediation, and remediation testing. As part of the process, use a vulnerability tracking system that includes severity ratings, and metrics for measuring timing for identification, analysis, and remediation of vulnerabilities. Review and update documentation annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.

Third-party application developers need to consider this an externally-facing policy that helps to set expectations for outside stakeholders. 				x		x

		16		16.3		Applications		Protect		Perform Root Cause Analysis on Security Vulnerabilities		Perform root cause analysis on security vulnerabilities. When reviewing vulnerabilities, root cause analysis is the task of evaluating underlying issues that create vulnerabilities in code, and allows development teams to move beyond just fixing individual vulnerabilities as they arise.				x		x

		16		16.4		Applications		Protect		Establish and Manage an Inventory of Third-Party Software Components		Establish and manage an updated inventory of third-party components used in development, often referred to as a “bill of materials,” as well as components slated for future use. This inventory is to include any risks that each third-party component could pose. Evaluate the list at least monthly to identify any changes or updates to these components, and validate that the component is still supported. 				x		x

		16		16.5		Applications		Protect		Use Up-to-Date and Trusted Third-Party Software Components		Use up-to-date and trusted third-party software components. When possible, choose established and proven frameworks and libraries that provide adequate security. Acquire these components from trusted sources or evaluate the software for vulnerabilities before use.				x		x

		16		16.6		Applications		Protect		Establish and Maintain a Severity Rating System and Process for Application Vulnerabilities		Establish and maintain a severity rating system and process for application vulnerabilities that facilitates prioritizing the order in which discovered vulnerabilities are fixed. This process includes setting a minimum level of security acceptability for releasing code or applications. Severity ratings bring a systematic way of triaging vulnerabilities that improves risk management and helps ensure the most severe bugs are fixed first. Review and update the system and process annually.				x		x

		16		16.7		Applications		Protect		Use Standard Hardening Configuration Templates for Application Infrastructure		Use standard, industry-recommended hardening configuration templates for application infrastructure components. This includes underlying servers, databases, and web servers, and applies to cloud containers, Platform as a Service (PaaS) components, and SaaS components. Do not allow in-house developed software to weaken configuration hardening.				x		x

		16		16.8		Applications		Protect		Separate Production and Non-Production Systems		Maintain separate environments for production and non-production systems.				x		x

		16		16.9		Applications		Protect		Train Developers in Application Security Concepts and Secure Coding		Ensure that all software development personnel receive training in writing secure code for their specific development environment and responsibilities. Training can include general security principles and application security standard practices. Conduct training at least annually and design in a way to promote security within the development team, and build a culture of security among the developers.				x		x

		16		16.10		Applications		Protect		Apply Secure Design Principles in Application Architectures		Apply secure design principles in application architectures. Secure design principles include the concept of least privilege and enforcing mediation to validate every operation that the user makes, promoting the concept of "never trust user input." Examples include ensuring that explicit error checking is performed and documented for all input, including for size, data type, and acceptable ranges or formats. Secure design also means minimizing the application infrastructure attack surface, such as turning off unprotected ports and services, removing unnecessary programs and files, and renaming or removing default accounts.				x		x

		16		16.11		Applications		Protect		Leverage Vetted Modules or Services for Application Security Components		Leverage vetted modules or services for application security components, such as identity management, encryption, and auditing and logging. Using platform features in critical security functions will reduce developers’ workload and minimize the likelihood of design or implementation errors. Modern operating systems provide effective mechanisms for identification, authentication, and authorization and make those mechanisms available to applications. Use only standardized, currently accepted, and extensively reviewed encryption algorithms. Operating systems also provide mechanisms to create and maintain secure audit logs.				x		x

		16		16.12		Applications		Protect		Implement Code-Level Security Checks		Apply static and dynamic analysis tools within the application life cycle to verify that secure coding practices are being followed.						x

		16		16.13		Applications		Protect		Conduct Application Penetration Testing		Conduct application penetration testing. For critical applications, authenticated penetration testing is better suited to finding business logic vulnerabilities than code scanning and automated security testing. Penetration testing relies on the skill of the tester to manually manipulate an application as an authenticated and unauthenticated user. 						x

		16		16.14		Applications		Protect		Conduct Threat Modeling		Conduct threat modeling. Threat modeling is the process of identifying and addressing application security design flaws within a design, before code is created. It is conducted through specially trained individuals who evaluate the application design and gauge security risks for each entry point and access level. The goal is to map out the application, architecture, and infrastructure in a structured way to understand its weaknesses.						x

		17								Incident Response Management		Establish a program to develop and maintain an incident response capability (e.g., policies, plans, procedures, defined roles, training, and communications) to prepare, detect, and quickly respond to an attack.

		17		17.1		N/A		Respond		Designate Personnel to Manage Incident Handling		Designate one key person, and at least one backup, who will manage the enterprise’s incident handling process. Management personnel are responsible for the coordination and documentation of incident response and recovery efforts and can consist of employees internal to the enterprise, third-party vendors, or a hybrid approach. If using a third-party vendor, designate at least one person internal to the enterprise to oversee any third-party work. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		17		17.2		N/A		Respond		Establish and Maintain Contact Information for Reporting Security Incidents		Establish and maintain contact information for parties that need to be informed of security incidents. Contacts may include internal staff, third-party vendors, law enforcement, cyber insurance providers, relevant government agencies, Information Sharing and Analysis Center (ISAC) partners, or other stakeholders. Verify contacts annually to ensure that information is up-to-date.		x		x		x

		17		17.3		N/A		Respond		Establish and Maintain an Enterprise Process for Reporting Incidents		Establish and maintain an enterprise process for the workforce to report security incidents. The process includes reporting timeframe, personnel to report to, mechanism for reporting, and the minimum information to be reported. Ensure the process is publicly available to all of the workforce. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.		x		x		x

		17		17.4		N/A		Respond		Establish and Maintain an Incident Response Process		Establish and maintain an incident response process that addresses roles and responsibilities, compliance requirements, and a communication plan. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		17		17.5		N/A		Respond		Assign Key Roles and Responsibilities		Assign key roles and responsibilities for incident response, including staff from legal, IT, information security, facilities, public relations, human resources, incident responders, and analysts, as applicable. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		17		17.6		N/A		Respond		Define Mechanisms for Communicating During Incident Response		Determine which primary and secondary mechanisms will be used to communicate and report during a security incident. Mechanisms can include phone calls, emails, or letters. Keep in mind that certain mechanisms, such as emails, can be affected during a security incident. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.				x		x

		17		17.7		N/A		Recover		Conduct Routine Incident Response Exercises		Plan and conduct routine incident response exercises and scenarios for key personnel involved in the incident response process to prepare for responding to real-world incidents. Exercises need to test communication channels, decision making, and workflows. Conduct testing on an annual basis, at a minimum.				x		x

		17		17.8		N/A		Recover		Conduct Post-Incident Reviews		Conduct post-incident reviews. Post-incident reviews help prevent incident recurrence through identifying lessons learned and follow-up action.				x		x

		17		17.9		N/A		Recover		Establish and Maintain Security Incident Thresholds		Establish and maintain security incident thresholds, including, at a minimum, differentiating between an incident and an event. Examples can include: abnormal activity, security vulnerability, security weakness, data breach, privacy incident, etc. Review annually, or when significant enterprise changes occur that could impact this Safeguard.						x

		18 								Penetration Testing		Test the effectiveness and resiliency of enterprise assets through identifying and exploiting weaknesses in controls (people, processes, and technology), and simulating the objectives and actions of an attacker.

		 18		18.1		N/A		Identify		Establish and Maintain a Penetration Testing Program		Establish and maintain a penetration testing program appropriate to the size, complexity, and maturity of the enterprise. Penetration testing program characteristics include scope, such as network, web application, Application Programming Interface (API), hosted services, and physical premise controls; frequency; limitations, such as acceptable hours, and excluded attack types; point of contact information; remediation, such as how findings will be routed internally; and retrospective requirements.				x		x

		18 		18.2		Network		Identify		Perform Periodic External Penetration Tests		Perform periodic external penetration tests based on program requirements, no less than annually. External penetration testing must include enterprise and environmental reconnaissance to detect exploitable information. Penetration testing requires specialized skills and experience and must be conducted through a qualified party. The testing may be clear box or opaque box.				x		x

		18 		18.3		Network		Protect		Remediate Penetration Test Findings		Remediate penetration test findings based on the enterprise’s policy for remediation scope and prioritization.				x		x

		18		18.4		Network		Protect		Validate Security Measures		Validate security measures after each penetration test. If deemed necessary, modify rulesets and capabilities to detect the techniques used during testing.						x

		18 		18.5		N/A		Identify		Perform Periodic Internal Penetration Tests		Perform periodic internal penetration tests based on program requirements, no less than annually. The testing may be clear box or opaque box.						x
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Table-Top Exercise Scenarios:

1. ABC Co.  Malware Infection
SCENARIO: An employee within ABC Co. organization used the company’s digital camera for business 
purposes. In the course of doing so, they took a scenic photograph that they then loaded onto their personal 
computer by inserting the SD card. The SD card was infected with malware while connected to the employee’s 
personal computer. When re-inserted into an ABC Co. machine, it infected the ABC Co. system with the same 
malware.

What is ABC Co. response?



Questions

1. Who within the organization would you need to notify?

Upon identification from ABC Co. laptop antivirus notification, an email and call are placed to the ABC Co. CISO. 
A screenshot of the antivirus notification is emailed to help demonstrate the malware alert.

2.   How would your organization identify and respond to malware infecting your system through 
this vector?

CISO will request that the laptop be taken off Internet.  The staff involved in the compromise will complete an 
incident report and share with the ABC Co. CISO.  ABC Co. laptops have audit and logging capabilities and 
antivirus to identify malware. The initial response includes screenshot of the notification, followed by an email 
and call to the ABC Co. CISO.  The laptop is removed from production until further investigation and provide to 
the ABC Co. CISO through physical drop off. 

3.   What is the process for identifying the infection vector?
Laptop will be provided to CISO for review.  ABC Co. CISO will review the incident notification, audit logs, and 
antivirus dashboard to identify the specific attack vector. Based on this information, security alerts will be 
researched further as needed through industry standard source such as Microsoft or the Center for Internet 
Security. 



4. What other devices could present similar threats?
ABC Co. only has laptops in its environment and no IT infrastructure. Therefore, workstations are the 
only devices that could be impacted.  Upon further investigation, determine if Box.com was 
connected and if other connections were live during discovery.

      5. What should management do?
Management should evaluate the impact of the malware threat to mission operations and determine 
if data has been compromised. Based on this analysis, management and CISO should determine if 
clients and other entities should be notified. Further, the laptop will be reviewed for sanitization and 
reimaging based on the results of the investigation.  

6. How can you prevent this from occurring again? 
Training for staff if the malware originated from phishing or user actions.  The source of the malware 
may need to be targeted as a specific subject area that is enhanced in the upcoming security 
awareness training 

7. Does your organization have training and policies in place to prevent this?
ABC Co. trains all staff annually on security awareness. The CISO completes specific training and 
exercises on incident handling. 



8. Do policies apply to all storage devices?
ABC Co. only has laptops in its environment and no IT infrastructure. Therefore, 
workstations are the only devices

9. Processes tested: 
Detection ability/User awareness

10. Threat actor: 
Accidental insider

11. Asset impacted: 
Laptop and possible Cloud Box.com



Lessons Learned- After Action Report: ABC Co. must ensure that all staff maintain awareness of the actions 
needed to notify the CISO of malware incidents. Further, the delivery of affected laptops in person may need to 
be reviewed to determine if staff should send the laptop through certified delivery for an expedited return if the 
staff is working remotely.

ABC Co. laptops antivirus and audit and logging capabilities provide the CISO with needed information to 
identify the threat and attack vector.  Due to the small size of the organization, notification of the incident to the 
CISO and ISSO moved efficiently and quickly. 

Applicable CIS Controls: CIS Control 8: Malware Defenses, CIS Control 9: Limitation and Control of 
Network Ports, Protocols, and Services, CIS Control 12: Boundary Defense



ABC Co. Malware: Triggering of ABC Co. COOP Plan
During the incident notification and investigation process, management will determine if the COOP should 
be activated. Based on the severity of the malware and its impact to operations, the COOP may be triggered 
if a credible threat is active or if critical information has been compromised and further investigation is 
needed before resuming operations. If the COOP is activated, the following steps will be taken:

• Determine if information needed for operations shall be restored, , such as operating system files and 
application software from ABC Co. managed laptops, workstations, servers, and user level information, 
such as user level files stored on a shared network drive, at a frequency that is consistent with ABC Co. 
defined recovery time objectives (RTO), and Recovery Point (RPO) objectives

• Evaluate telecommunication needs to determine if an alternate network operations are needed. 
• Prepare communications to affected clients advising of operations continuity and plans/timeline to 

resume operations. 

COOP After Action Report: No actions to currently report.
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• Reporting 

• Prioritization and Resources

• Office Hours
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• Reporting shared with the Secretary of Administration. 
• Numbers are moving in right direction, but more must be done.
• Expectation is for there to be 0 past-due vulnerabilities by year end.
• Log in to Acunetix 360 to view, manage, and rescan issues.
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Topic Solution

Prioritization Remediate Critical and High vulnerabilities within 30 days.

All agencies must operationalize vulnerability remediation. Security scanning is not one-
and-done. Identify responsible parties and ensure remediation efforts are part of their 
work routine.

Resources Be proactive. Attend office hours. Ask for assistance. Work with CSRM on any suspected 
False Positives. Know your CAM and Enterprise Architect. Work with your architect to 
document issues that can’t be remediated on time.
Contact webmod@vita.virginia.gov with any questions.

eGov vendors All eGov vendors have access to Acunetix 360 (if approved by agency). For questions, 
concerns, or to report issues about an eGov vendor, contact Manny Liban.

Other vendors Create a COV account for vendor resources. Submit the COV account information to 
commonwealthsecurity@vita.virginia.gov to grant them access to Acunetix 360.

Nucleus access Rollout on-going. Nucleus FAQs (KB0019481). More details to be shared at next ISOAG.

https://www.vita.virginia.gov/technology-services/cams-other-contacts/
mailto:webmod@vita.virginia.gov
mailto:Manuel.Liban@vita.virginia.gov
mailto:commonwealthsecurity@vita.virginia.gov
https://vccc.vita.virginia.gov/vita/en/nucleus-security-faqs?id=vita_kb_article&sysparm_article=KB0019481
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• Purpose: Provide guidance on Acunetix 360 usage, 
vulnerability management, security policy, and answer any 
questions you may have.

• Every Tuesday from 10 to 11 a.m.
• Open door, come any time in that hour
• Microsoft Teams (MEETING LINK)
• Or call in here: 434-230-0065, Conference ID: 542 653 741#

Office Hours

https://teams.microsoft.com/l/meetup-join/19%3ameeting_ZGQzZjI4M2QtN2RmYi00ZTdlLTgxOTMtNjQ2NmQzZWQ2NDQz%40thread.v2/0?context=%7b%22Tid%22%3a%22620ae5a9-4ec1-4fa0-8641-5d9f386c7309%22%2c%22Oid%22%3a%22cdf12711-ba3e-4dfb-8a5d-9c62cecdf5c8%22%7d
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Virginian Identity Program (VIP) Update

vita.virginia.gov

Program Purpose

The Commonwealth of Virginia (COV) has launched an initiative to investigate the 

feasibility of an enterprise-wide single sign-on (SSO) solution for COV website and 

application users who are Virginians.  Virginians in this context excludes statewide 

employees and COV partners. For example, a user potentially could use the same 

credentials to log in to the websites and applications on multiple agencies’ websites. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide background works best with text heavy sections, with no imagery OR when an Icon is used
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Virginian Identity Program (VIP) Update
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Program Goal and Objectives

The goal of SSO for COV applications is to:

• Create ease of doing business with state and local government agencies by providing a 

single username and password for constituents.

• Providing a central Virginian identity management solution at VITA.

• Provide protection of identities and systems with items such as multifactor authentication 

and additional identity proofing tools. 

• Allow agencies to reprioritize personnel resources and reduce infrastructure.

• Ensure compliance with COV standards.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide background works best with text heavy sections, with no imagery OR when an Icon is used
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Virginian Identity Program (VIP) Update
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Recent Accomplishments

• Completed 3 POCs and selected the Okta Customer Identity and Access Management 

(CIAM) solution as the key identity provider technology for VIP

• Received conditional eCOS approval for the Okta CIAM

• Received Project Initiation Approval (PIA)

• Established Impact Makers as the Project Management Office (PMO) team

• Key goal is to gather agency requirements and create a request for proposal (RFP) to acquire the 

services of an identity proofing provider for the Commonwealth 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide background works best with text heavy sections, with no imagery OR when an Icon is used
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Virginian Identity Program (VIP) Update
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Goals of Detailed Planning Phase

• Create a robust service including security and architecture reviews. 

• Evaluate RFP responses for identity proofing provider and select an awardee

• Establish the VIP solution in an Okta FedRAMP-certified tenant

• Conduct a pilot with the Governor’s Office during March 2024

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide background works best with text heavy sections, with no imagery OR when an Icon is used
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Virginian Identity Program (VIP) Update
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Next Steps – Understanding Agency Needs

VITA plans to gather insights from different sources outlined below to ensure that the SSO 

solution aligns with the current and future needs of our customers. The strategy involves:

•  Presenting at upcoming meetings to garner feedback and answer any initial questions:
• AITR meetings

• Information security officer advisory group (ISOAG) sessions  

• Relationship management committees (RMC)

• Chief Information Officer (CIO) advisory council (CAC) sessions

• Conducting a listening tour with an initial group of executive branch agencies 

• Providing customer account managers (CAM) as a resource

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide background works best with text heavy sections, with no imagery OR when an Icon is used



KnowBe4 Update

Name – Tina Gaines
Job title – Security Analyst/KB4 Training Team Leader 
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KnowBe4 New Content

KnowBe4 Quarterly Product Update Video

Here at KnowBe4, we're always adding new features and improving our products. Watch 
the latest Quarterly Product Update to catch up on all the fresh content and new features 
that we've added to your KnowBe4 platform over the last quarter.

Here's the direct link to the KnowBe4 platform support article and video:
https://support.knowbe4.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015575313

https://support.knowbe4.com/hc/en-us/articles/360015575313
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KnowBe4 New Content

 .The Security Awareness Company – Top 5 Phishing Fundamentals

Phishing continues to be one of the most common and effective cyber attacks that target organizations and 
individuals alike. This short Mobile-First module reviews the five fundamentals of phishing attacks to reinforce 
what phishing is, why it's dangerous and how to avoid falling for common scams.

Eighteen new pieces of training content added this month. Training content from the Security Awareness 
Company, including Top 5 Phishing Fundamentals, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

.
Popcorn Training – World Wild Web: Acceptable Use of Devices

Countless threats are trying to find new ways of compromising your devices. That is why your organization has 
such strict policies in place about what work devices can and cannot be used for. In this training module, you will 
learn how to browse the internet safely and protect yourself against cybercrime.
Twenty-four new pieces of training content added this month. Training content from Popcorn Training, including 
World Wild Web: Acceptable Use of Devices, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

.

How To Behave: Protecting Sensitive Information

This Mobile-First module is key for improving security practices in your organization. Your users will learn about 
the various types of sensitive data and how to keep them secure. At the end, your users will be better equipped 
to protect sensitive information, reduce risk and prevent cybersecurity breaches.

One new piece of training content added this month. Training content from El Pescador, including How To 
Behave: Protecting Sensitive Information, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

KnowBe4 – 2024 Common Threats

•In this training module, you will learn some of the latest ways that cybercriminals are targeting you and 
your organization using social engineering. Kevin Mitnick demonstrates a new spin on a common email 
trick to show how cybercriminals get information from you and then access your computer and the 
organization's network.

•Fifteen new pieces of training content added this month. 2024 Common Threats is available across 
Gold, Platinum and Diamond subscription levels.
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KnowBe4 New Content

KnowBe4 – 2024 Kevin Mitnick Security Awareness Training

Cybercriminals are indiscriminate in their pursuit of targets, and with this 15-minute training, you'll gain insights into 
the tools and tactics they use. You will learn to recognize the warning signs of cyberattacks and understand the best 
actions to take when faced with such situations. You will learn how to strengthen your defense against potential 
threats and ensure a safer digital environment for you and your organization. You'll also get to see the inner 
workings of a cyberattack with a demonstration from legendary security consultant Kevin Mitnick.

Five new pieces of training content added this month. 2024 Kevin Mitnick Security Awareness Training - 15 minutes 
is available across all subscription levels.
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KnowBe4 New Content

The Security Awareness Company – Dark Patterns and Deceptive Design

Dark patterns are a common occurrence in user interfaces that are designed to manipulate your user's actions. This 
short, Mobile-First module explores how dark patterns work, why they can be dangerous and what people can do to 
protect themselves.

Three new pieces of training content added this month. Training content from the Security Awareness Company, 
including Dark Patterns and Deceptive Design, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

El Pescador – How To Behave: Detecting Suspicious Activity

This Mobile-First module introduces a method for recognizing and dealing with suspicious activity related to 
information security and data protection. You will learn how to recognize suspicious behavior across email, social 
media, networks and systems, mobile devices, and cloud environments. Hone the skills needed for addressing 
suspicious activity effectively and protecting your organization's sensitive information and systems.

One new piece of training content added this month. Training content from El Pescador, including How To Behave: 
Detecting Suspicious Activity, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

El Pescador – How To Behave: Detecting Suspicious Activity

This Mobile-First module introduces a method for recognizing and dealing with suspicious activity related to 
information security and data protection. You will learn how to recognize suspicious behavior across email, social 
media, networks and systems, mobile devices, and cloud environments. Hone the skills needed for addressing 
suspicious activity effectively and protecting your organization's sensitive information and systems.

One new piece of training content added this month. Training content from El Pescador, including How To Behave: 
Detecting Suspicious Activity, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

MediaPRO – Security Awareness for Executives

Executives will learn the importance of data security at a higher level within the organization. This training module 
discusses how to safely use work devices remotely, the risks of using personal devices, how to create a strong 
password, what social engineering is and data security best practices.

Three new pieces of training content added this month. Training content from MediaPRO, including Security 
Awareness for Executives, is available at the Diamond subscription level.
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KnowBe4 New Content

Log into your KMSAT console and search for these course titles in your ModStore. You can 
preview this content and select what works best for your organization.
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KnowBe4 New Content
KnowBe4 Conference

Exciting news – registration for KB4-CON is now open! Join us March 4-6, 2024 at the beautiful Gaylord Palms 
Resort and Convention Center in sunny Orlando, Florida.

KB4-CON is KnowBe4’s premier annual conference, bringing together KnowBe4 customers, channel partners, 
security advocates, keynote speakers, and industry professionals for three days of learning, sharing, and growing 
your cybersecurity knowledge.

What can you expect at KB4-CON 2024?
Get ready for an amplified experience with more breakout sessions, providing you an opportunity to delve deeper 
into the world of cybersecurity. Plus, we've extended KB4 Lab hours, fostering connections with KnowBe4 product 
experts and exhibitors. It's more than just sessions and keynotes; we're crafting an exciting journey into the cutting-
edge world where cybersecurity and AI converge.

The best part? Take advantage of the early bird pricing, available through December 15, 2023. Be part of the 
journey for just $129!

What are you waiting for? Register today!

Don’t like clicking on redirected links? Copy and paste this URL into your browser:
https://knowbe4.cventevents.com/owbn8D?RefId=emregocust

https://info.knowbe4.com/e3t/Ctc/DF+113/c1xPg04/VWnfRF6g6bSSW3-xmSt10dbr4W1-ywb154NRjLN8NyyF63lYMRW7lCdLW6lZ3l9W2mnPfP9jLjcYW2T8cql3FjQ1rW8wlXFB4gVSq4W4vP3-f13PCcFW6St21X3lvmRWN805QGTVJtqrW1dkDPg7zwN_SN8ctNSV8BJpsW2QVShc4H8s2lN9hNRH1GsLnqN1Kwttm7tWVSW8Lpbj58TrMz6W7kDjD_2Cf2YXW3FVJqv32SBCQW4nkBSs4GJvTjW3wzkjf5qWVXjW5nQXdC3tgL3CW8PXN-36P6QKwW5bPwCy5fmYjxW3H_0Dk5VRBTpW6P_XBd210s9TN2sdnhwnJRyNW2N25m97R5K4LW8yPgqN8L7VDKf3yLNG204


Training Deadlines:
• All training 2023 training must be completed by December 31st.

• Annual Cybersecurity Awareness Training Verification Compliance Form 
must be submitted to CSRM on or before January 31. 2024.  This form can 
be found in SEC527 and may be sent via email or completed online in 
Archer.



UPCOMING EVENTS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide is used as a transition title slide for a new section
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CISO: CHIEF INFORMATION 
The next scheduled IS Orientation:

November 16, 2023

1p – 3p (virtual)

Presenters: Erica Bland
                  Renea Dickerson
       Tina Gaines

https://covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/r7838d02d183f27b2d9d5a3d3a2a07c51

hhttps://covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/r7838d02ttps:
//covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/r7838d02d183f27b2d
9d5a3d3a2a07c51CURITY OFFICER, MICHAEL WATSON

Examples of FOIA Requests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide works best with photos and graphs/charts. Image and text can be reversed
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vita.virginia.gov

CISO: CHIEF INFORMATION 
ISOAG Meeting:

December 3, 2023

1p – 3p (virtual)

Presenters:  TBD

https://covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/re26598060b580da703f31a9587dff931

hhttps://covaconf.webex.com/webappng/sites/covaconf/meeting/
info/73e6c217c2e94fc285f353602d5fd654#:~:text=https%3A//cova
conf.webex.com/weblink/register/re26598060b580da703f31a9587
dff931https://covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/r7838d02ttps:
//covaconf.webex.com/weblink/register/r7838d02d183f27b2d9d5a
3d3a2a07c51CURITY OFFICER, MICHAEL WATSON

Examples of FOIA Requests

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide works best with photos and graphs/charts. Image and text can be reversed



MEETING     
ADJOURNED

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Title slide  - Any text that looks black is HEX code 414042. If you have an idea for an image, let me know and I can provide you with one.
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